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Into ORBIT!!!

TALON 540 hosted our very own FIRST Lego Leagues at Godwin High School.
Twenty-three junior teams came to our event to show off their hard work! Our
team members volunteered at this event to spread STEM concepts and inspire
innovative creativity. We were thrilled to see these young scientists so passionate
to show off their weeks of hard work. They were able to compete with their bot,
win awards for their successes, and learn new STEM concepts.

FLL Quotes
“Overall, I felt the event went extremely well while I was a team guide. As a team
guide, I was in charge of leading the visiting teams to where they needed to be on
time or as early as possible. My favorite part of the event was playing war with
the visiting kids. I would love to be a team guide and be a part of FLL again!”

--- Adam Krug, Electrical 
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I thought the event went very well run and the kids seemed to be having a lot of
fun! I worked as a team guide throughout the event which was very enjoyable. My
favorite part of the event was the award ceremony because of how all the
children acted when they had to run up to get an award. I am excited about
hosting FLL again!

--- Charlie Hamilton, Mechanical

Subgroup News
The CAD Cove
CAD have been continuously working on
learning from their CAD building modules,
created by our previous lead. They practiced
skills with these modules, thus strengthening
their CAD abilities. CAD second, Ellie Miller,
believes training this year has gone better

than in past years and says “with the ratio of returning members to rookies it’s
nice to teach a smaller group this year”. 

The Electrical Crew
In relation to prepping for final cuts, the Electrical
subgroup focused primarily on gaining more
expertise on the necessary skills needed as an
Electrical member. William HImelspach's favorite
part of the Electrical subgroup is soldering because
he finds it very exciting to be able to put two items
together by melting the ends and sticking them
together. He believes he has mastered this skill and
hopes to be able to do it more in the future!

The Programming Party
As a part of the Programming subgroup,
members have to learn how to code in



certain languages in order to program the
robot to accomplish certain tasks during the
game. Programming rookie, Chirayu
Nimonkar, said that training has been
exciting and that he has learned a lot about
programming that he wants to use in the
future. Like many other Programming
members, Chirayu enjoys learning the robot
code and hopes to input his own ideas into it
to make it better.

The Strategy Hub
Continuing their training,
Strategy has been analyzing
previous games and their game
tactics. By studying these
strategies, we hope our
strategy subgroup will have the
best ideas for the game this
year! Strategy second, Ethan
Schaefer, says that he's
confident that the strategy subgroup will contain very skilled members!

Business Batch
Outreach subgroup has been
working on their communication
skills and prepping for our FLL
event. Learning the mechanisms
of the BombiniBot, rookie
members are getting ready for
their future Outreach
events. Outreach rookie, Daniela

Cardoso, says training has been helpful the last few months and has been happy
that she's been able to cover all the necessary subjects throughout training these
few months. She excited for the coming season 

Prepping for Kick Off!
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As the year comes to an end, the time for final cuts nears. Each subgroup lead
has a number of qualities that the subgroup members should have. The
leadership is planning on having a rough estimate of 70 members after final cuts,
which will be a hard task to accomplish as everyone is skilled to be a part of the
team. The final factor that impacts the leadership’s decision is the effort the
member has put into making the team a better environment. Events like the First
Lego League we hosted and fundraisers we participate in demonstrate the
dedication prospective members possess.

Once cuts have been finalized, the ultimate team will prepare for kickoff on
January 5, 2019. We plan on utilizing the same method as last year, where the
team was divided into design groups. Each design group will have a member from
each subgroup to ensure that each skill set is available. Once each design group
has come up with their favorite strategy, they will present it to the entire team. At
the end, the team as a whole will vote for the design that they believe will take
them to Worlds!
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